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VII. LOOKING FORWARD

How two theories of the future of America clashed and blended

just after the Civil War: the one was abolition-democracy based

on freedom, intelligence and power for all men; the other was

industry for private profit directed by an autocracy determined

at any price to amass wealth and power. The uncomprehending

resistance of the South, and the pressure of black folk, made these

two thoughts uneasy and temporary allies

A printer and a carpenter, a rail-splitter and a tailor—Garrison,

Christ, Lincoln and Johnson, were the tools of the greatest moral

awakening America ever knew, chosen to challenge capital invested

in the bodies of men and annul the private profit of slavery.

This done, two quite distinct but persistently undifferentiated vi-

sions of the future dominated the triumphant North after the war. One
was the prolongation of Puritan idealism, transformed by the frontier

into a theory of universal democracy, and now expressed by Abolition-

ists like Wendell Phillips, students of civilization like Charles Sumner,

and leaders of the common people like Thaddeus Stephens, together

with some of the leaders of the new labor movement. The other trend

was entirely different and is confused with the democratic ideal be-

cause the two ideals lay confused in so many individual minds. This

was the development of industry in America and of a new industrial

philosophy.

The new industry had a vision not of work but of wealth; not of

planned accomplishment, but of power. It became the most conscience-

less, unmoral system of industry which the world has experienced.

It went with ruthless indifference towards waste, death, ugliness and

disaster, and yet reared the most stupendous machine for the efficient

organization of work which the world has ever seen.

Thus the end of the Civil War was the beginning of vast economic

development in the industrial expansion of the East, in the agricul-

tural growth of the Middle West, in the new cattle industry of the

plains, in the mining enterprises of the Rockies, in the development

of the Pacific Coast, and in the reconstruction of the Southern market.

Behind this extraordinary industrial development, as justification in

the minds of men, lay what we may call the great American Assump-
tion, which up to the time of the Civil War, was held more or less
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explicitly by practically all Americans. The American Assumption was

that wealth is mainly the result of its owner's effort and that any aver-

age worker can by thrift become a capitalist. The curious thing about

this assumption was that while it was not true, it was undoubtedly

more nearly true in America from 1820 to i860 than in any other con-

temporary land. It was not true and not recognized as true during

Colonial times; but with the opening of the West and the expanding

industry of the twenties, and coincident with the rise of the Cotton

Kingdom, it was a fact that often a poor white man in America by

thrift and saving could obtain land and capital; and by intelligence

and good luck he could become a small capitalist and even a rich man;

and conversely a careless spendthrift though rich might become a

pauper, since hereditary safeguards for property had little legal sanc-

tion.

Thus arose the philosophy of "shirt-sleeves to shirt-sleeves," on

which the American theory of compensated democracy was built. It

asked simply, in eighteenth century accents, freedom from government

interference with individual ventures, and a voice in the selection of

government officials. The continued freedom of economic opportunity

and ever possible increase of industrial income, it took for granted.

This attitude was back of the adoption of universal suffrage, the dis-

appearance of compulsory military service and imprisonment for debt,

which characterized Jacksonian democracy. The American Assump-
tion was contemporary with the Cotton Kingdom, which was its most

sinister contradiction. The new captains of industry in the North were

largely risen from the laboring class and thus living proof of the ease

of capitalistic accumulation. The validity of the American Assumption

ceased with the Civil War, but its tradition lasted down to the day of

the Great Depression, when it died with a great wail of despair, not

so much from bread lines and soup kitchens, as from poor and thrifty

bank depositors and small investors.

The American labor movement, founded in the spirit that regarded

America as a refuge from oppression and free for individual develop-

ment according to conscience and ability, grew and expanded in

America, basing itself frankly upon the American Assumption. Its

object was rule by the people, the wide education of people so that

they could rule intelligently, and economic opportunity of wealth free

for thrift. It found itself hindered by slavery in the South: directly,

because of the growing belief of the influential planter class in

oligarchy and the degradation of labor; and indirectly by the compe-
tition of slave labor and the spread of the slave psychology. It became,

therefore, at first more and more opposed to slavery as ethically wrong,

politically dangerous, and economically unprofitable.
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Capital, on the other hand, accepted widespread suffrage as a fact

forced on the world by revolution and the growing intelligence of the

working class. But since the new industry called for intelligence in

its workers, capitalists not only accepted universal suffrage but early

discovered that high wages in America made even higher profits pos-

sible; and that this high standard of living was itself a protection for

capital in that it made the more intelligent and best paid of workers

allies of capital and left its ultimate dictatorship undisturbed. Never-

theless, industry took pains to protect itself wherever possible. It ex-

cluded illiterate foreign voters from the ballot and advocated a reser-

voir of non-voting common labor; and it stood ready at any time by

direct bribery or the use of its power to hire and discharge labor, to

manipulate the labor vote.

The true significance of slavery in the United States to the whole

social development of America, lay in the ultimate relation of slaves

to democracy. What were to be the limits of democratic control in the

United States? If all labor, black as well as white, became free, were

given schools and the right to vote, what control could or should be

set to the power and action of these laborers ? Was the rule of the mass

of Americans to be unlimited, and the right to rule extended to all

men, regardless of race and color, or if not, what power of dictatorship

would rule, and how would property and privilege be protected ? This

was the great and primary question which was in the minds of the

men who wrote the Constitution of the United States and continued

in the minds of thinkers down through the slavery controversy. It still

remains with the world as the problem of democracy expands and

touches all races and nations.

The abolition-democracy was the liberal movement among both

laborers and small capitalists, who united in the American Assumption,

but saw the danger of slavery to both capital and labor. It began its

moral fight against slavery in the thirties and forties and, gradually

transformed by economic elements, concluded it during the war. The
object and only real object of the Civil War in its eyes was the aboli-

tion of slavery, and it was convinced that this could be thoroughly

accomplished only if the emancipated Negroes became free citizens

and voters.

The abolition-democracy saw clearly the difficulties of this step, due

to the ignorance and poverty of the freedmen. For the first time in

the classic democracy in the United States, it was made aware that

the American Assumption was not and could not be universally true.

Some of the leaders of the labor movement even came to see that it

was not true in the case of the mass of white labor. But that
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thought came to the Abolitionists afterwards and in the minds o£ only

a few clear-sighted men like Wendell Phillips.

At the time of the Civil War, it was, however, perfectly clear to

Sumner and Stevens that freedom in order to be free required a

minimum of capital in addition to political rights and that thL could

be insured against the natural resentment of the planters only by some

sort of dictatorship. Thus abolition-democracy was pushed towards

the conception of a dictatorship of labor, although few of its advocates

wholly grasped the fact that this necessarily involved dictatorship by

labor over capital and industry.

On the other hand, industrialists after the war expected the South

to seize upon the opportunity to make increased profit by a more in-

telligent exploitation of labor than was possible under the slave sys-

tem. They looked upon free Negro labor as a source of profit, and

considered freedom, that is, a legal doing away with individual physi-

cal control, all that the Negroes or their friends could ask. They did

not want for Negro labor any special protection or political power or

capital, any more than they wanted this for Irish, German or Scan-

dinavian labor in the North. They expected some popular education

and a gradual granting of the right to vote, which would be straitly

curtailed in its power for mischief by the far larger power of capital.

The South, however, persisted in its pre-war conception of these

two tendencies in the North. It sought to reestablish slavery by force,

because it had no comprehension of the means by which modern
industry could secure the advantages of slave labor without its respon-

sibilities. The South, therefore, opposed Negro education, opposed

land and capital for Negroes, and violently and bitterly opposed any

political power. It fought every conception inch by inch: no real

emancipation, limited civil rights, no Negro schools, no votes for

Negroes.

In the face of such intransigence, Northern industry was, on the

whole, willing to yield, since none of these concessions really obstructed

the expansion of industry and capital in the nation. When, however,

the South went beyond reason and truculently demanded not simply

its old political power but increased political power based on disfran-

chised Negroes, which it openly threatened to use for the revision of

the tariff, for the repudiation of the national debt, for disestablishing

the national banks, and for putting the new corporate form of industry

under strict state regulation and rule, Northern industry was fright-

ened and began to move towards the stand which abolition-democracy

had already taken; namely, temporary dictatorship, endowed Negro
education, legal civil rights, and eventually even votes for Negroes to

offset the Southern threat of economic attack.
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The abolition-democracy was not deceived. It at once feared and

dared. It wanted no revenge on the South and held no hatred. It did

want to train Negroes in intelligence, experience and labor, the own-

ership of land and capital, and the exercise of civil rights and the use

of political power. In the advocacy of these things it reached the

highest level of self-sacrificing statesmanship ever attained in Amer-
ica; and two of the greatest leaders of the ideal, Stevens and Sumner,

voluntarily laid down their lives on the altar of democracy and were

eventually paid, as they must have anticipated they would be paid, by

the widespread contempt of America.

Even to this day, the grandsons of Abolitionists, ashamed of their

fathers' faith in black men, are salving their conscience with a theory

that democratic government by intelligent men of character is impos-

sible, when, in fact, nothing else is possible; and the grandsons of the

planters and of the poor whites who displaced them are excusing their

apostasy to civilization by charging the Negro with all the evil caused

by war, destruction and greed, and by the deeds of white men, North-

ern and Southern.

The abolition-democracy advocated Federal control to guide and

direct the rise of the Negro, but they desired this control to be civil

rather than military, like the strict government of territories until new
states should develop. They had to help them in the furtherance of this

plan a degree of enthusiasm, humility and hard work on the part of

the depressed Negro which is not paralleled in modern history. When
now they were offered alliance with Northern industry, temporary

military control instead of civil government, and then immediate citi-

zenship and the right to vote for Negroes, instead of a period of

guardianship, they accepted because they could not refuse; because

they knew that this was their only chance and that nothing else would
be offered. Their theory of democracy led them to risk all, even in the

absence of that economic and educational minimum which they knew
was next to indispensable. When Sumner saw his failure here, he went

home and wept. But the belief in the self-resurrection of democracy

was strong in these men and lent unconscious power to the American
Assumption. They expected that both Northern industry and the

South, in sheer self-defense, would have to educate Negro intelligence

and depend on Negro political power.

The South was too astonished for belief, when it saw industry

and democracy in the North united for a policy of coercion. In the

past, the South had always been able by mere gesture of concession

to bring Northern industry to its knees begging. It did not realize

how strong Industry had grown and how conscious its power; and

how boundless its plans. It did not realize that the basis of the
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South's own power had literally been swept away. Even the West, on

which the South had long counted in theory, although sympathy had

seldom led to effective action, while it fought industrial monopoly, the

national debt and the money power, yet when it had to choose be-

tween a continuation of Southern oligarchy and a great democratic

movement, swung inevitably towards democracy. Northern capital

went South and vied with the planters for the direction of the Negro

vote. The poor whites scurried to cover, now here, now there, and a

dictatorship of labor ensued, with a new democratic Constitution, new
social legislation, public schools and public improvements. But of that

we shall speak more in detail in later chapters.

On the other hand, Northern industry seemed at last free and un-

trammeled. It began in 1876 an exploitation which was built on much
the same sort of slavery which it helped to overthrow in 1863. It mur-

dered democracy in the United States so completely that the world

does not recognize its corpse. It established as dominant in industry a

monarchical system which killed the idea of democracy.

The basis of the argument for Negro suffrage has usually been in-

terpreted as a gesture of vengeance. But it was much deeper than this.

It was phrased, first by Abraham Lincoln himself, as a method of re-

taining "the Jewel of Liberty in the Family of Freedom"; this was

echoed, however unwillingly, by Andrew Johnson as a sop to the

Radicals; but it gradually came in the thought of the nation to be an

inescapable thing. Votes for Negroes were in truth a final compromise

between business and abolition and were forced on abolition by busi-

ness as the only method of realizing the basic principles of abolition-

democracy.

All of the selfishness, cunning and power that were back of the new
industry of the North have been looked upon as simply the other side

of abolition-democracy; and the reason for this was that in several

cases, the two ideas were mingled in individuals' minds. One can see

that in the sermons of Henry Ward Beecher, who was a great advocate

of votes for Negroes, but nevertheless instinctively capitalistic; stand-

ing on the side of the exploiter, he had scant sympathy for the ex-

ploited. There was something of this, although not nearly as much, in

the case of Thaddeus Stevens, who was at heart the greatest and most

uncompromising of abolitionist-democrats, but who advocated not

only universal suffrage and free schools, but protection for Pennsyl-

vania iron; yet in that protection he had just as distinctly in mind the

welfare of the laborer as the profit of the employer.

What, then, was the strength of the democratic movement which
succeeded the war? In many respects it was emotional. It swept the

land with its music and poetry. A war, which to the intense dissatisfac-
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tion of the Abolitionists had begun with the distinct object, even on
the part of the great Emancipator, to save and protect slavery, and in

no way to disturb it, except to keep it out of competition with the free

peasant of the West, had resulted in Emancipation. Men like William

Lloyd Garrison, who had no sympathy with the platform of the Re-

publicans in i860, became suddenly the center of the stage of the new
dispensation. Thus, a legal-metaphysical dispute, involving the right

of slave states to expand into the territories, was rapidly changed, first

to a question of freedom for slaves, and then to a struggle for inau-

gurating a new form of national government in the United States.

When the physical war ended, then the real practical problems pre-

sented themselves. How was slavery to be effectively abolished? And
what was to be the status of the Negroes ? What was the condition and

power of the states which had rebelled? The legal solution of these

questions was easy. The states that had attempted to rebel had failed.

They must now resume their relations to the government. Slavery had

been abolished as a war measure. This should be confirmed and ex-

tended by a constitutional amendment. Some control of the Negro
population must be devised in the place of slavery, so as to introduce

the Negro into his new freedom. The power of the national govern-

ment had been greatly expanded by war. This expansion must be

consolidated so that in the future secession would be impossible and

slavery never reestablished.

The difficulty with this legalistic formula was that it did not cling

to facts. Slavery was not abolished even after the Thirteenth Amend-
ment. There were four million freedmen and most of them on the

same plantation, doing the same work that they did before emanci-

pation, except as their work had been interrupted and changed by the

upheaval of war. Moreover, they were getting about the same wages

and apparently were going to be subject to slave codes modified only

in name. There were among them thousands of fugitives in the camps

of the soldiers or on the streets of the cities, homeless, sick and im-

poverished. They had been freed practically with no land nor money,

and, save in exceptional cases, without legal status, and without pro-

tection.

Negroes deserved not only the pity of the world but the gratitude

of both South and North. Under extraordinary provocation they had

acted like decent human beings; they had protected their masters' fami-

lies, when their masters were away fighting for black slavery. They
did this naturally because they were not sure that the North was fight-

ing for freedom, and because they did not know which side would

win. But, at any rate, they did it. And even when they understood that

the North, willing or unwilling, was bound towards freedom, and
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that they could fight for their own freedom, they were neither vindic-

tive nor cruel towards their former masters, although they were quite

naturally widely accused of "laziness" and "impudence," which are

the only weapons of offense which a rising social class can easily use.

These black men wanted freedom; they wanted education; they

wanted protection. They had been of great help to the Union armies

and that help had been given under great stress. Black soldiers had

been outlawed, and in many cases ruthlessly murdered by the enemy
who refused to regard them as soldiers or as human. They took

chances every time they put on a uniform. Yet after the war they were

still not free; they were still practically slaves, and how was their free-

dom to be made a fact? It could be done in only one way. They must

have the protection of law; and back of law must stand physical force.

They must have land; they must have education. How was all this to

be done?

Lincoln tried hard in the Border States, long before the end of the

war, to get voluntary emancipation and pay for the slaves, so that a

new system of labor under favorable circumstances could be arranged.

The Border States would have none of it. The war ended in anarchy

as war always ends. The cost had been so great that there could be no

thought of pay for the slaves, even on the part of the South, after the

first flush of Reconstruction. There was no possibility of paying for

capital destroyed in other ways, or of quickly restoring the neglected

land and tools.

Thus by the sheer logic of facts, there arose in the United States a

clear and definite program for the freedom and uplift of the Negro,

and for the extension of the realization of democracy. Some of the

men who had this vision were identified with the new industry, but

saw no incongruity or opposition between their ideas or between the

rise and expansion of tariff-protected corporations and their equally

sincere beliefs in democratic methods. Others were not identified with

industry at all. They were, some of them, rich men, supported by in-

comes derived from industry; most of them were poor men earning a

salary. Some of them were laborers. These men started from the

Abolitionist's point of view. Slavery was wrong because it reduced

human beings to the level of animals. The abolition of slavery meant
not simply abolition of legal ownership of the slave; it meant the up-

lift of slaves and their eventual incorporation into the body civil,

politic, and social, of the United States. There was, of course, much
difference as to the exact extent of this incorporation, but less and less

desire to limit it in any way by law.

The Negro must have civil rights as a citizen; he must eventually

have political rights like every other citizen of the United States. And
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while social rights could not be a matter of legislation, they, on the

other hand, must not be denied through legislation, but remain a mat-

ter of free individual choice. This outlook and theory of the Abolition-

ists received tremendous impetus from the war. Those who had been

classed as fanatics, who had been left out of the society of the re-

spected, and mobbed, North, East and West, suddenly became the

moral justification by which the North marched on to victory.

All of the great literature of the Civil War was based mainly upon
human freedom, and in so far as it stressed union, it had to make it

"liberty" and union. The war songs, the war stories, the war afflatus,

were based on the freedom of the slaves, just as in the World War
we mobilized the mass of mankind in a war to end war and to pro-

mote the freedom and union of nations.

Moreover, the new abolition-democracy that came after the war
had a tremendous and unexpected source and method of propaganda,

and that lay in the crusade of the New England schoolmarm. "The
annals of this Ninth Crusade are yet to be written—the tale of a mis-

sion that seemed to our age far more quixotic than the quest of St.

Louis seemed to his. Behind the mist of ruin and rapine waved the

calico dresses of women who dared, and after the hoarse mouthings

of the field guns rang the rhythm of the alphabet. Rich and poor they

were, serious and curious. Bereaved now of a father, now of a brother,

now of more than these, they came seeking a life work in planting

the New England schoolhouse among the white and black of the

South. They did their work well. In that first year they taught one

hundred thousand souls, and more." 1

Here for the first time there was established between the white and

black of this country a contact on terms of essential social equality

and mutual respect. There had been contact between Negroes and

white people in the old South; and in some cases contact of beautiful

friendship, and even warm love and affection. But this was spasmodic

and exceptional and had to be partially concealed; and always it was

spoiled by the sense of inferiority on the part of the Negro, and the

will to rule on the part of the whites.

But in a thousand schools of the South after the war were brought

together the most eager of the emancipated blacks and that part of

the North which believed in democracy; and this social contact of

human beings became a matter of course. The results were of all sorts.

Sometimes the teachers became disgusted; sometimes the students be-

came sullen and impudent; but, on the whole, the result was one of

the most astonishing successes in new and sudden human contacts.

We must also remember that the population of the sixties was divided

into church congregations, and the great majority of these Methodist,
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Baptist, Congregational, Presbyterian and Quaker congregations in the 
North were represented directly or indirectly in the South, after the 
war, by one of their members who reported the work that she ( and it 
was usually she) was doing with colored people. This work, to an 
unusual degree, was so successful and so helpful that her words car
ried widespread conviction. 

At the beginning of the war probably not one white American in 
a hundred believed that Negroes could become an integral part of 
American democracy. They were slaves and cowards, ignorant by 
nature and not by lack of teaching. Even if they were going to be 
freed, they must be got rid of or rid the land of themselves. During 
the war came the first real revulsion of feeling when it was found 
that Negroes could and would fight; were apt subjects for military 
discipline, and indispensable in the conduct of the war. Beyond that 
came the change in feeling when the rise of schools over all the South 
showed that the Negro would and could learn. There might be con
tinued doubt as to the extent of the learning and the height to which 
the race could rise; but nobody in that day of widespread immigration 
from Europe could doubt that the Negro was capable of at least as 
much education as the ordinary Northern laborer. 

Present America has no conception of the cogency of this argument. 
In 1865, the right of all free Americans to be voters was unquestioned, 
and had not been questioned since the time of Andrew Jackson, except 
in the case of women, where it interfered with sex-ownership. The 
burden of the proof lay on the man who said there could be in the 
United States four or five million Americans without the right to 
vote. What would they be? What status would they hold? Would 
they not inevitably be slaves,,in spite of the fact that they were called 
free? There were, to be sure, Northern states which would not allow 
Negroes to vote; but many of the Northern states did; and most of 
those that did not had comparatively few Negroes. The whole argu
ment against Negro suffrage, even in those states, had been based on 
the status of the slave in the South. When the slave became free, a 
new problem was staged for such Northern states. 

Two men stand in the forefront of this new attempt to expand and 
implement democracy: Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens. 

Sumner had been fighting steadily not simply against slavery, but 
for the manhood rights of the free Negro, ever since he entered Con
gress. By amending the Act of March 3, 1863, he stopped discrimina
tion on street cars between Washington and Alexandria and by the 
Act of March 3, 1865, extended this to all the railways of the District. 
June 25, 1864, by .amending an appropriation bill, he stopped discrim
ination in the United States courts, a result which he called "The most 
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all did assert that he had broken the rules by which responsible gov
ernment could be carried on. 

The trial started March 30, 1868, and ended May 6. Over two-thirds 
of. the members of the United States House of Representatives, 35 
out of 54 Senators, and the great majority of the voters of the nation, 
outside the former slave states, agreed that Johnson should be removed 
from office. Whether they were right or wrong, the failure legally 
to convict Johnson has remained to frustrate responsible government 
in the United States ever since. But no President since Johnson has 
attempted indefinitely to rule in defiance of Congress. 

The leaders of abolition-democracy still pressed on. Sumner was 
especially active and destined for several more years of active work. 

Thaddeus Stevens was near death, but to the very end he fought 
on. He wished to ask Congress to declare by law that no state had 
the right to forbid citizens of the United States from taking part in 
the national elections. 

Thaddeus Stevens died August 11, 1868, three weeks after the 
ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment was announced, and in his 
last breath and even after death, stood true to his principles. "Two 
colored clergymen called, and asked leave to see Stevens and pray 
with him. He ordered them to be admitted; and when they had 
come to his bedside, he turned and held out his hand to one of them. 
They sang a hymn and prayed .... It was then within ten minutes of midnight, 
and the end was to come before the beginning of the new day. He 
lay motionless for a few minutes, then opened his eyes, took one look, 
placidly closed them, and, without a struggle, the great commoner 
had ceased to breathe." 14 

Thaddeus Stevens was buried in a colored graveyard. Upon the 
monument there is the following inscription, prepared by himself: "I 
repose in this quiet and secluded spot, not from any natural preference 
for solitude, but finding other cemeteries limited as to race by charter 
rules, I have chosen this, that I might illustrate in my death the 
principles which I advocated through a long life, [the] Equality of 
Man before his Creator." 

As Charles Sumner said: "Already he takes his place among illustri
ous names, which are the common property of mankind. I see him 
now, as I have so often seen him during life. His venerable form 
moves slowly and with uncertain steps; but the gathered strength of 
years is in his countenance and the light of victory on his path. Poli� 
tician, calculator, time-server, stand aside! a hero statesman passes to 
his reward!" 15 

As a result of the legislation of the 39th and 40th Congresses, the 
United States in 1867 took a portentous forward step in democracy. 
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and merchants yielded to the Northern demands of a plutocracy, at

that moment the military dictatorship should be withdrawn and a

dictatorship of capital allowed unhampered sway.

We see this more clearly today than the nation of 1868, or any of its

leaders, could possibly envisage it; but even then, Northern industry

knew that universal suffrage in the South, in the hands of Negroes just

freed from slavery, and of white people still enslaved by poverty, could

not stand against organized industry. They promptly calculated that

the same method of controlling the labor vote would come in vogue

in the South as they were already using in the North, and that the

industry which used these methods must in the meantime cooperate

with Northern industry; that it could not move the foundation stones

upon which Northern industry was consolidating its power; that is,

the tariff, the money system, the debt, and national in place of state

control of industry. This would seem to be what the masters of ex-

ploitation were counting upon and it certainly came true in the bar-

gain of 1876.

Thus by singular coincidence and for a moment, for the few years

of an eternal second in a cycle of a thousand years, the orbits of two
widely and utterly dissimilar economic systems coincided and the re-

sult was a revolution so vast and portentous that few minds ever fully

conceived it; for the systems were these: first, that of a democracy

which should by universal suffrage establish a dictatorship of the pro-

letariat ending in industrial democracy; and the other, a system by

which a little knot of masterful men would so organize capitalism as

to bring under their control the natural resources, wealth and indus-

try of a vast and rich country and through that, of the world. For a

second, for a pulse of time, these orbits crossed and coincided, but

their central suns were a thousand light-years apart, even though the

blind and ignorant fury of the South and the complacent Philistinism

of the North saw them as one.

Reconstruction was an economic revolution on a mighty scale and

with worldrwide reverberation. Reconstruction was not simply a fight

between the white and black races in the South or between master

and ex-slave. It was much more subtle; it involved more than this.

There have been repeated and continued attempts to paint this era as

an interlude of petty politics or nightmare of race hate instead of view-

ing it slowly and broadly as a tremendous series of efforts to earn a

living in new and untried ways, to achieve economic security and to

restore fatal losses of capital and investment. It was a vast labor move-

ment of ignorant, earnest, and bewildered black men whose faces had

been ground in the mud by their three awful centuries of degradation

and who now staggered forward blindly in blood and tears amid petty
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division, hate and hurt, and surrounded by every disaster of war and

industrial upheaval. Reconstruction was a vast labor movement of

ignorant, muddled and bewildered white men who had been disin-

herited of land and labor and fought a long battle with sheer sub-

sistence, hanging on the edge of poverty, eating clay and chasing slaves

and now lurching up to manhood. Reconstruction was the turn of

white Northern migration southward to new and sudden economic

opportunity which followed the disaster and dislocation of war, and an

attempt to organize capital and labor on a new pattern and build a

new economy. Finally Reconstruction was a desperate effort of a dis-

lodged, maimed, impoverished and ruined oligarchy and monopoly to

restore an anachronism in economic organization by force, fraud and
slander, in defiance of law and order, and in the face of a great labor

movement of white and black, and in bitter strife with a new capital-

ism and a new political framework.

All these contending and antagonistic groups spoke different and
unknown tongues; to the Negro "Freedom" was God; to the poor

white "Freedom" was nothing—he had more than he had use for; to

the planter "Freedom" for the poor was laziness and for the rich, con-

trol of the poor worker; for the Northern business man "Freedom"

was opportunity to get rich.

Yet, with interpretation, agreement was possible here; North and

South agreed that laborers must produce profit; the poor white and

the Negro wanted to get the profit arising from the laborers' toil and

not to divide it with the employers and landowners. When Northern

and Southern employers agreed that profit was most important and

the method of getting it second, the path to understanding was clear.

When white laborers were convinced that the degradation of Negro
labor was more fundamental than the uplift of white labor, the end

was in sight.

Not only did all those factors becloud this extraordinary series of

movements so that the truth of the matter in itself was baffling to ob-

servers and interpreters—but over all has spread, to this day, a cloud of

lying and slander which leaves historians and philosophers aghast and
has resulted in a current theory of interpretation which pictures all

participants as scoundrels, idiots and heroes—a combination humanly
improbable and demonstrably untrue.

One cannot study Reconstruction without first frankly facing the

facts of universal lying; of deliberate and unbounded attempts to prove

a case and win a dispute and preserve economic mastery and political

domination by besmirching the character, motives, and commonsense,

of every single person who dared disagree with the dominant philos-

ophy of the white South.
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The campaign of slander against "carpetbaggers" rose to a climax

which included every Northern person who defended the Negro, and

every Northern person in the South who was connected with the

army or Freedmen's Bureau or with the institutions of learning, or

who admitted the right of the Negro to vote or defended him in any

way. It was the general, almost universal, belief that practically with-

out exception these people were liars, jailbirds, criminals and thieves,

and the hatred of them rose to a crescendo of curses and filth. Later,

this universal attack upon the carpetbaggers was modified considerably,

and it was admitted that there were among them some decent and

high-minded men, although most of them still were regarded as selfish

stealers of public funds.

On the other hand, so far as the Negro was concerned, almost no
exceptions were admitted. It was easier to traduce him because every-

one was ready to believe the worst and no reply was, for the moment,
listened to. There was not a single great black leader of Reconstruc-

tion against whom almost unprintable allegations were not repeatedly

and definitely made without any attempt to investigate the reliability

of sources of information.

For the first time in national history interstate migration became a

crime. Hundreds of thousands of Southerners had gone North and
West and had been welcomed and integrated into the various states

despite their divergent ideas and alien heredity. But when there came
a comparatively small number of Northerners into the South, they

were reviled unless they conformed absolutely in thought and action

with a dead past.

The Northern whites were of many classes: former soldiers and

officers, lingering in the South in connection with the army or the

Freedmen's Bureau, or as investors and farmers. They were reenforced

by an army of men who came South with small capital and in many
cases succeeded in making their fortune. Most of these had no especial

love for the Negroes. They had come into a white man's war, and now
that the Negro was free, they were perfectly free to use him and to

organize his industrial and political power for their own advantage.

Many of these were agents for capital and went down from the

North with something of the psychology of modern investment in

conquered or colonial territory: that is, they brought the capital; they

invested it; they remained in charge to oversee the profits; and they

acquired political power in order to protect these profits.

On the other hand, there were teachers who came down from the

North, army chaplains, social workers and others, who whole-heartedly

went into the new democracy to the limit. Extraordinary persons stood

forth in this role, like General Fisk and Erastus Cravath at Nashville,
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Edmund Ware at Atlanta, General Armstrong at Hampton, and

dozens of others. They were crusaders in a great cause and meticu-

lously honest. Naturally, their numbers were comparatively small.

They reached primarily students, teachers and preachers among the

Negroes and only incidentally the class of field hands.

It was a battle between oligarchy whose wealth and power had been

based on land and slaves on the one hand; and on the other, oligarchy

built on machines and hired labor. The newly organized industry of

the North was not only triumphant in the North but began pressing

in upon the South; its advance guard was represented by those small

Northern capitalists and officeholders who sought to make quick

money in raising cotton and taking advantage of the low-priced labor

and high cotton prices due to the war famine.

The labor on the market, instead of being owned like the slaves or

excluded from competition like the poor whites, suddenly found itself

bid for and offered not only money wages, but political power and

social status. The bidders had no realization at first how high their

labor bids were in Southern custom; they were offering something

below the current price of labor in all civilized lands; the Northern

United States, England, France, most of Germany and parts of Italy

were giving labor some voice in governing and a money wage con-

tract.

To the plantation planters such a wage contract was economic heresy

and social revolution. It was blasphemy and eternal damnation to

them, and they fought by every conceivable weapon—political power,

social influence, murder, assassination and systematic lying.

The mass of poor whites were in an anomalous position. Those of

them who were intelligent or had during slavery accumulated any

capital or achieved any position, had always attached themselves in

sympathy and interest to the planter class. This meant that the mass

of ignorant poor white labor had practically no intelligent leadership.

Only here and there were there men, like Hinton Helper, who were
actual leaders of the poor whites against the planters. The poor white

was in a quandary with regard to emancipation. He had viewed slav-

ery as the cause of his own degradation, but he now viewed the free

Negro as a threat to his very existence. Suppose that freedom for the

Negro meant that Negroes might rise to be landholders, planters and
employers ? The poor whites thus might lose the last shred of respecta-

bility. They had been used to seeing certain classes of the black slaves

above them in economic prosperity and social power. But after all,

they were still Negroes and slaves. Now that freedom had come, poor
whites were faced by the dilemma of recognizing the Negroes as
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equals or of bending every effort to still keep them beneath the white

mass in income and social power.

Here and there certain leaders appeared among the planters, among
the more intelligent of the poor whites, and even among the masses,

who looked toward political combination and economic alliance with

the Negro. Such persons, the Southerners called "scalawags," but they

were in fact that part of the white South who saw a vision of democ-

racy across racial lines, and who were willing to build up a labor party

in opposition to capitalists and landholders. They were, therefore,

especially to be feared and were endlessly reviled. They were forced

into certain extreme positions as compared with the carpetbagger and

the planter. Men like Hunnicutt of Virginia asked not only political

rights, but full social equality for the Negroes, and taunted planters

and the carpetbaggers when they did not dare advocate this.

When Andrew Johnson said in his veto of the Reconstruction bill,

March 2, 1867: "The Negroes have not asked for the privilege of vot-

ing; the vast majority of them have no idea what it means," he was

exaggerating. Negroes had certainly voted, not only in the North but

in South Carolina in the eighteenth century and in North Carolina,

Louisiana and Tennessee in the nineteenth. They had asked to vote in

the South repeatedly since Emancipation. The difference that now
came was that an indefinitely larger number of Negroes than ever

before was enfranchised suddenly, and 99% of them belonged to the

laboring class, whereas by law the Negroes who voted in the early

history of the country were for the most part property holders, and

prospective if not actual constituents of a petty bourgeoisie.

When freedom came, this mass of Negro labor was not without in-

telligent leadership, and a leadership which because of former race

prejudice and the present Color Line, could not be divorced from the

laboring mass, as had been the case with the poor whites. The group

of intelligent, free Negroes in Washington, Richmond, Charleston

and especially New Orleans, had accumulated some wealth and some

knowledge of group cooperation and initiative. Almost without ex-

ception, they accepted the new responsibility of leading the emanci-

pated slaves, unselfishly and effectively. Free Negroes from the North,

most of whom had been born in the South and knew conditions, came

back in considerable numbers during Reconstruction, and took their

place as leaders. The result was that the Negroes were not, as they are

sometimes painted, simply a mass of densely ignorant toilers. The
rank and file of black labor had a notable leadership of intelligence

during Reconstruction times.

It was, however, a leadership which was not at all clear in its eco-

nomic thought. On the whole, it believed in the accumulation of
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wealth and the exploitation of labor as the normal method of eco-

nomic development. But it also believed in the right to vote as the

basis and defense of economic life, and gradually but surely it was
forced by the demand of the mass of Negro laborers to face the prob-

lem of land. Thus the Negro leaders gradually but certainly turned

toward emphasis on economic emancipation. They wanted the Negro

to have the right to work at a decent rate of wages, and they expected

that the right to vote would come when he had sufficient education

and perhaps a certain minimum of property to deserve it. It was this

among other things that was the cause of the tremendous push toward

education which the Negroes exhibited.

On the other hand, their desire for economic enfranchisement, for

real abolition of slavery, had been affronted by the Black Codes. They
were scared and hampered in the very beginning of their freedom by

these enactments and by the way in which these and other laws were

executed.

The government replied before the death of Abraham Lincoln with

government guardianship in the shape of the Freedmen's Bureau. This

bureau never had a real chance to organize and function properly. It

was hastily organized. It had to use the persons at hand and on the

ground largely for its personnel. It had at first no government appro-

priations and in the end only limited appropriations and it was always

faced by the probability of quick dissolution. It was surrounded from

the beginning by the spirit which enacted the Black Codes. Southerners

were desperately opposed to it because it stood between them and the

exploitation of labor toward which they were impelled by their losses

and the high price of cotton. If they had been allowed to exploit and
drive black labor after the war, many Southerners despite their losses

could have partially recouped their fortunes. But here came an or-

ganization which demanded money wages of employers who had no
money, and demanded the modern treatment of labor from former

slave drivers.

Beside the Freedmen's Bureau and before it, there was the chance

for the Negroes to seek the advice of their former masters and in

many cases this was willingly and wisely given, particularly in the

case of masters ready to assist a new economic regime; but it was
hindered by several considerations. First, any new union between
former masters and Negroes was rekindling the old enmity and
jealousy of the poor whites against any combination of the white em-
ployer and the black laborer which would again exclude the poor

white. The planter, therefore, had to be careful of any open sympathy
or cooperation with the black laborer. Already his ranks had been

decimated by war and his social status threatened by poverty. Then,
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too, insofar as the black laborer was guided by the Freedmen's Bureau,

by Northern philanthropy and by Northern capital, he brought upon
himself the bitter enmity of the former master; so that on the whole,

while there was considerable advice and help from the former master,

in the long run it did not and could not amount to much.
Then, too, we must remember that these former slaveholders did

not believe that Negroes could advance in freedom. They knew, of

course, that some could, but even if these could, how could white men
and masters cooperate with them? The whole trend of teaching had

been that this was utterly impossible. If Negroes succeeded and in-

sofar as they did, it would lead straight to social equality and amal-

gamation; and if they did not succeed it would lead to deterioration

in culture and civilization.

The real economic battle, then, lay finally in a series of attempted

compromises between planters, carpetbaggers, scalawags, poor white

laborers and Negroes. First, the planters moved toward the political

control of Negroes to fix their economic control. This the poor whites

had of course feared and their fears were voiced repeatedly by Andrew
Johnson. Many people in the North looked upon this as a possible and

threatening answer to the enfranchisement of the blacks. The com-

bination was frustrated because the carpetbaggers offered the Negroes

better terms; offered them the right to vote and to hold office and

some economic freedom. When this economic freedom looked toward

landholding and higher wages, it could be accomplished only at the

expense of the employing class, and so far as Negro labor accepted, as

it had to accept the offer of the carpetbaggers and scalawags, it alien-

ated the planters, and not only that, but it frightened the poor whites.

Here again, as in the case of slavery, there was a combination in

which the poor whites seemed excluded, unless they made common
cause with the blacks. This union of black and white labor never got

a real start. First, because black leadership still tended toward the

ideals of the petty bourgeois, and white leadership tended distinctly

toward strengthening capitalism. The final move which rearranged all

these combinations and led to the catastrophe of 1876, was a combina-

tion of planters and poor whites in defiance of their economic interests;

and with the use of lawless murder and open intimidation. It was a

combination that could only have been stopped by government force;

and the army which was the agent of the Federal Government was

sustained in the South by the organized capital of the North. All that

was necessary, then, was to satisfy Northern industry that the new
combination in the South was essentially a combination which aimed

at capitalistic exploitation on conventional terms. The result was the

withdrawal of military support and the revolutionary suppression not
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only of Negro suffrage but of the economic development of Negro

and white labor.

It was not until after the period which this book treats that white

labor in the South began to realize that they had lost a great oppor-

tunity, that when they united to disfranchise the black laborer they

had cut the voting power of the laboring class in two. White labor in

the Populist movement of the eighties tried to realign the economic

warfare in the South and bring workers of all colors into united op-

position to the employer. But they found that the power which they

had put in the hands of the employers in 1876 so dominated political

life that free and honest expression of public will at the ballot-box was

impossible in the South, even for white men. They realized that it

was not simply the Negro who had been disfranchised in 1876, it was

the white laborer as well. The South had since become one of the

greatest centers for exploitation of labor in the world, and labor suf-

fered not only in the South but throughout the country and the world

over.

Curious and contradictory has been the criticism and comment ac-

companying this great controversy and revolution of 1866-1 876. Floods

of tears and sentiment have been expended on the suffering and
disillusionment of the slave baron, while the equally great losses of

Northern and Southern labor have been forgotten. And above all,

the plight of the most helpless victims of the situation, the black

freedmen, has been treated with callous and hardened judgments,

cemented with hate. The Northern business man has justly been ac-

cused of being motivated, during this period, chiefly by greed and
profit. But the profit and greed of the slaveholder which caused the

whole catastrophe, and of the planter who forced an unjust and still

dangerous solution, has been sicklied o'er with sentiment.

In all this, one sees the old snobbery of class judgment in new form
—tears and sentiment for Marie Antoinette on the scaffold, but no
sign of grief for the gutters of Paris and the fields of France, where
the victims of exploitation and ignorance lay rotting in piles.

The South, after the war, presented the greatest opportunity for a

real national labor movement which the nation ever saw or is likely

to see for many decades. Yet the labor movement, with but few ex-

ceptions, never realized the situation. It never had the intelligence or

knowledge, as a whole, to see in black slavery and Reconstruction, the

kernel and meaning of the labor movement in the United States.

After Lincoln's assassination, the General Council of the Interna-

tional Workingmen's Association, under Karl Marx, sent an address

to Andrew Johnson:

"After a gigantic Civil War, which if we consider its colossal ex-
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tension and its vast scenes of action, seems in comparison with the

Hundred Years' War and the Thirty Years' War and the Twenty-
three Years' War of the Old World scarcely to have lasted ninety days,

the task, Sir, devolves upon you to uproot by law what the sword has

felled, and to preside over the more difficult work of political recon-

struction and social regeneration. The profound consciousness of your

great mission will preserve you from all weakness in the execution of

your stern duties. You will never forget that the American people at

the inauguration of the new era of the emancipation of labor placed

the burden of leadership on the shoulders of two men of labor

—

Abraham Lincoln, the one, and the other, Andrew Johnson."
16

In 1865, September, another address over the signature of Marx de-

clared boldly: "Injustice against a fraction of your people having been

followed by such dire consequences, put an end to it. Declare your

fellow citizens from this day forth free and equal, without any re-

serve. If you refuse them citizens' rights while you exact from them

citizens' duties, you will sooner or later face a new struggle which will

once more drench your country in blood."

The National Labor Union of workers was organized at Baltimore,

Maryland, August 20, 1866. There were sixty delegates and on their

banner was inscribed "Welcome to the sons of toil from the North,

East, South and West." An address was issued on cooperation, trade

unions, apprenticeship, strikes, labor of women, public land and politi-

cal action. As to the Negroes, the union admitted that it was unable

to express an opinion which would satisfy all, but the question must

not be allowed to pass unnoticed. The Negro worker had been neg-

lected. Cooperation of the African race in systematic organization must

be secured. Otherwise, Negroes must act as scabs, as in the case of the

colored caulkers, imported from Virginia to Boston, during the strike

on the 8-hour question. There should be no distinction of race or na-

tionality, but only separation into two great classes: laborers and those

who live by others' labor. Negroes were soon to be admitted to citizen-

ship and the ballot. Their ballot strength would be of great value to

union labor. If labor did not accept them, capital would use the Negro

to split white and black labor, just as the Austrian government had

used race dissension. Such a lamentable situation should not be al-

lowed to develop in America. Trade unions, eight-hour leagues, and

other groups should be organized among Negroes.

Here was a first halting note. Negroes were welcomed to the labor

movement, not because they were laborers but because they might be

competitors in the market, and the logical conclusion was either to

organize them or guard against their actual competition by other
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methods. It was to this latter alternative that white American labor

almost unanimously turned.

This was manifest at the second annual meeting in Chicago in 1867,

where the Negro problem was debated more frankly and less success-

fully. The President called attention to Negroes whose emancipation

had given them a new position in the labor world. They would now
come in competition with white labor. He suggested that the best way
to meet this situation was to form trade unions among Negroes. A
committee of three on Negro labor was selected. The Committee on
Negro Labor reported that having had the subject under consideration,

and after having heard the suggestions and opinions of several mem-
bers of this convention—pro and con—they had arrived at the follow-

ing conclusions:

"That, while we feel the importance of the subject, and realize the

danger in the future of competition in mechanical Negro labor, yet

we find the subject involved in so much mystery, and upon it so wide

diversity of opinion amongst our members, we believe that it is in-

expedient to take action on the subject in this National Labor Con-

gress.

"Resolved, that the subject of Negro labor be laid over till the next

session of the National Labor Congress. . .
."

The report of this committee brought a whirlwind of discussion

which lasted throughout the whole day:

"The Negro will bear to be taught his duty, and has already stood

his ground nobly when a member of a trades' union. . . .

"Did not like to confess to the world that there was a subject with

which they were afraid to cope. . . .

"This very question was at the root of the rebellion, which was the

war of the poor white men of the South, who were forced by the

slaveholders into the war. . . .

"In New Haven, there were a number of respectable colored me-

chanics, but they had not been able to induce the trades' unions to

admit them. . . . Was there any union in the states which would

admit colored men ?

"The colored man was industrious, and susceptible of improvement

and advancement. . . .

"There was no need of entering on any discussion of the matter.

"There was no necessity for the foisting of the subject of colored

labor, or the appointment of a committee to report thereon. . . . The

blacks would combine together of themselves and by themselves,

without the assistance of whites. God speed them; but let not the

whites try to carry them on their shoulders. . . .
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"Time enough to talk about admitting colored men to trades' unions

and to the Congress when they applied for admission. . . .

"Whites striking against the blacks, and creating an antagonism

which will kill off the trades' unions, unless the two be consolidated.

There is no concealing the fact that the time will come when the

Negro 'will take possession of the shops if we have not taken posses-

sion of the Negro. If the workingmen of the white race do not con-

ciliate the blacks, the black vote will be cast against them.'

"The capitalists of New England now employ foreign boys and girls

in their mills, to the almost entire exclusion of the native-born popula-

tion. They would seek to supplant these by colored workers. . . .

"Little danger of black men wanting to enter trades' unions any

more than Germans would try to join the English societies in Amer-
ica

" 17

The whole question was finally dodged by taking refuge in the fact

that the constitution invited "all labor."

Sylvis, President of the International Labor Movement, spoke out in

1868 on slavery:

"Whatever our opinions may be as to immediate causes of the war,

we can all agree that human slavery (property in man) was the first

great cause; and from the day that the first gun was fired, it was my
earnest hope that the war might not end until slavery ended it. No
man in America rejoiced more than I at the downfall of Negro slavery.

But when the shackles fell from the limbs of those four millions of

blacks, it did not make them free men; it simply transferred them
from one condition of slavery to another; it placed them upon the

platform of the white working men, and made all slaves together. I

do not mean that freeing the Negro enslaved the white; I mean that

we were slaves before; always have been, and that the abolition of the

right of property in man added four millions of black slaves to the

white slaves of the country. We are now all one family of slaves to-

gether, and the labor reform movement is a second emancipation proc-

lamation."
18

In the meeting of the National Labor Union in New York in 1868,

there was no mention of Negroes, but in 1869 at Philadelphia among
142 representatives, there appeared nine Negroes representing various

separate Negro unions and organizations. This pointed a way out

which labor eagerly seized. Contrary to all labor philosophy, they

would divide labor by racial and social lines and yet continue to talk

of one labor movement. Through this separate union, Negro labor

would be restrained from competition and yet kept out of the white

race unions where power and discussion lay. A resolution was adopted

saying that the National Labor Union would recognize neither color
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nor sex in the question of the rise of all labor, and the colored laborers

were urged to form their own organizations and send delegates to the

next conference. The Negroes responded and declared that all Negroes

wanted was a fair chance and no one would be the worse off for giv-

ing it. Isaac Myers, their leader, said: "The white laboring men of the

country have nothing to fear from the colored laboring men. We de-

sire to see labor elevated and made respectable; we desire to have the

highest rate of wages that our labor is worth; we desire to have the

hours of labor regulated as well to the interest of the laborer as to

the capitalist. Mr. President, American citizenship for the black man is

a complete failure if he is proscribed from the workshops of the coun-

try."
19

In 1869, the General Council of the National Working-Men's Asso-

ciation sent a letter signed by Karl Marx to the President of the Na-
tional Labor Union.

"The immediate tangible result of the Civil War was of course a

deterioration of the condition of American Workingmen. Both in the

United States and in Europe the colossal burden of a public debt was
shifted from hand to hand in order to settle it upon the shoulders of

the working class. The prices of necessaries, remarks one of your

statesmen, have risen 78 per cent since i860, while the wages of simple

manual labor have risen 50 and those of skilled labor 60 per cent.

'Pauperism,' he complains, 'is increasing in America more rapidly than

population.' Moreover the sufferings of the working class are in glar-

ing contrast to the new-fangled luxury of financial aristocrats, shoddy

aristocrats and other vermin bred by the war. Still the Civil War
offered a compensation in the liberation of the slaves and the impulse

which it thereby gave your own class movement. Another war, not

sanctified by a sublime aim or a social necessity, but like the wars of

the Old World, would forge chains for the free workingmen instead of

sundering those of the slaves."
20

Sylvis, President of the International Labor Movement, acknowl-

edged this letter but said nothing about slavery, confining himself to

attacking the monied aristocracy.

Thus American labor leaders tried to emphasize the fact that here

was a new element; new not in the sense that it had not been there,

—

it had been there all the time—but new in the sense that the Negro
worker must now be taken account of, both in his own interest and
particularly in their interest. He was a competitor and a prospective

under-bidder. Then difficulties appeared; the white worker did not

want the Negro in his unions, did not believe in him as a man, dodged
the question, and when he appeared at conventions, asked him to

organize separately; that is, outside the real labor movement, in spite
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of the fact that this was a contradiction of all sound labor policy.

As the Negro laborers organized separately, there came slowly to

realization the fact that here was not only separate organization but a

separation in leading ideas; because among Negroes, and particularly

in the South, there was being put into force one of the most extraordi-

nary experiments of Marxism that the world, before the Russian revo-

lution, had seen. That is, backed by the military power of the United

States, a dictatorship of labor was to be attempted and those who were

leading the Negro race in this vast experiment were emphasizing the

necessity of the political power and organization backed by protective

military power.

On the other hand, the trade union movement of the white labor

in the North was moving away from that idea and moving away from

politics. They seemed to see a more purely economic solution in their

demand for higher wages and shorter hours. Ira Stewart spoke for

"men who labor excessively . . . robbed of all ambition to ask for

anything more than will satisfy their bodily necessities, while those

who labor moderately have time to cultivate tastes and create wants in

addition to mere physical comforts."
21 But Stewart was not thinking of

Negroes and only once barely mentioned them:

"That we rejoice that the rebel aristocracy of the South has been

crushed, that we rejoice that beneath the glorious shadow of our vic-

torious flag men of every clime, lineage and color are recognized as

free. But while we will bear with patient endurance the burden of the

public debt, we yet want it to be known that the workingmen of

America will in future claim a more equal share in the wealth their

industry creates in peace and a more equal participation in the privi-

leges and blessings of those free institutions, defended by their man-

hood on many a bloody field of battle. . .
."

Not a word was said of Negro suffrage and the need of the labor

vote, black and white, if the demands of labor were to be realized. In-

deed, at the very time that Southern labor was about to be enfran-

chised, Northern labor realized that the right to vote meant little under

the growing dictatorship of wealth and corporate control. It made lit-

tle difference what laws were made as long as their interpretation by

the courts and administration was dictated by capital. Some proposed,

therefore, to fight their battle out directly with the employer, on the

one battle ground of economic bargaining, with strikes, violence and

secret organization as the methods.

The National Labor Union veered from consumers' and producers'

cooperation into a fight to control credits and capital and afterward

through the Greenback party into an attempt to gain these ends by

manipulating money. With falling prices and unemployment directly
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after the war, and rising prices and normal employment in 1868-1873,

labor leaders became increasingly petty bourgeois and turned their

backs on black labor. Farmers organized the Grange but not for black

farm tenants and laborers, not for the struggling peasant proprietors

among the freedmen. The Knights of Labor did not turn their atten-

tion to Negroes until after 1876.

There was, too, no rapprochement between the liberal revolt against

big industry and Northern labor. Horace Greeley, a pioneer of the

labor leaders, drew little labor support. The labor leaders went into

the labor war of 1877 having literally disarmed themselves of the power

of universal suffrage. And thus in 1876, when Northern industry with-

drew military support in the 3outh anc[ refused to support longer the

dictatorship of labor, they did this without any opposition or any in-

telligent comprehension of what was happening on the part of the

Northern white worker.

Labor and Negro history illustrate these paradoxes. For instance in

1869, there came up the celebrated case of Lewis H. Douglass, the son

of Frederick Douglass, who worked in the government printing office

and was not allowed to join the Printers' Union. Rather than face the

question, the matter was postponed for three years and all sorts of

excuses given. This and other cases led and practically compelled the

Negroes to form not only separate local trade unions but to work
toward a separate national organization. White labor was organizing

to fight against the new industrial oligarchy, which was growing in

the North; but it was this same oligarchy which in its own self-defense

had forced the South to accept Negro suffrage, allying itself tempora-

rily with the abolition-democratic movement in the North.

This placed the white and black labor movement in a singularly

contradictory position. The alliance of the black labor movement with

the Republican Party was simply the political side of an economic

fact. The Republican Party had given the black man the right to vote.

This right to vote he was going to use to better his economic and

social position. To oppose the Republican Party, then, was to oppose

his own economic enfranchisement.

On the other hand, the white Labor Party had allied themselves

with the Democrats, chiefly because the Democratic Party had op-

posed the "Know-nothing Party." The anti-foreign immigration move-

ment was now the only organized political opposition to the great in-

dustrial forces represented by the Republicans in the North. It repre-

sented in some degree and voiced the radical demands of the West for

low tariff and cheap money; but it was at the same time violently

opposed to the new enfranchisement of black labor in the South. These

two sets of facts alone put white and black labor in direct opposition,
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and because their leaders did not altogether understand the basis of

this opposition, it made the attempt to achieve a common platform

for white and black workers exceedingly difficult, especially when the

anomalous position of the Northern Negro worker was taken into

account.

Negro leaders, naturally, resented the attack made by white labor

organizations on the Republican Party. Nor did they understand how
far this new Southern labor government was dependent on Northern

industrial reaction and capitalistic oligarchy. Northern labor was

equally ignorant and did not dream that in the South the Republican

Party was par excellence the party of labor.

This matter came to a crisis at the meeting of the National Labor

Union in Cincinnati in 1870. A number of Negroes were present, in-

cluding Isaac Myers, Josiah Weirs and Peter H. Clark. John M.
Langston wanted to speak, but the labor leaders opposed him because

he was a Republican politician. The motion to grant him the privilege

to speak was lost by a vote of 29 to 23. There was excitement. Weirs

remarked that a Democrat had been allowed to speak and that he

regarded the Republican Party as a friend of the workingman. Myers

lauded the Republicans amid cries of approval and disapproval. Sena-

tor Pinchback, colored leader of Louisiana, was also denied the privi-

lege of the floor. Nevertheless, in the resolutions adopted after much
debate, it was said, "The highest interest of our colored fellow-citizens

is with the workingmen, who, like themselves, are the slaves of capital

and politicians."

The Negroes, especially the Northern artisans, tried to keep in

touch with the white labor movement. In September, 1870, Sella Mar-

tin, a colored man, went as delegate of the colored workers to the

World Labor Congress in Paris. In 1871, the International Working-
men's Association, with its headquarters in London, and under the

influence of Karl Marx, began to organize labor in the United States

on a large scale, and in a parade held in New York in 1871, Negro
organizations appeared.

The international movement, however, took no real root in America.

Even the white National Labor Union began losing ground and ceased

to be active after 1872. The main activity of the International was in

the North; they seemed to have no dream that the place for its most

successful rooting was in the new political power of the Southern

worker.

Negroes, however, increased their attempts to organize and to think

in groups. In 1865, an Equal Rights League met in Pennsylvania and

tried to influence Negroes to secure real estate and give their sons

business education.
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In the District of Columbia, in 1867, a meeting of colored workers

took place. They asked Congress to secure equal apportionment of

employment to white and colored labor. Their petition was printed

and a committee of fifteen was appointed to circulate it. In 1868 a sim-

ilar petition was sent to Congress asking for equal share in work on
public improvements authorized by law. There was a state colored con-

vention in Indiana in 1865, another one in Pennsylvania in 1866, and

in July, 1869, a Negro convention was held in Louisville, Kentucky, as

a result of the agitation for immigrant workers. At this last con-

vention there were 250 delegates who discussed political, economic and

educational matters. They asked for the final abolition of slavery, equal

education, rights in the courts, equality of taxation, the ratification of

the Fifteenth Amendment. They recommended the purchase of land

and the learning of trades.

A national convention of Negroes met in Washington in January,

1869. This convention was more really national than most Negro
conventions hitherto. It was not simply a convention of Southern

Negroes as that at Louisville, nor of Northern Negroes like the vari-

ous conventions at Philadelphia and New York. In 1869, Negroes, rep-

resenting a number of trades, met in Baltimore in July to form a state

organization. Later, colored representatives in the same city urged

Negroes to enter the movement for the formation of labor unions. In

the Washington convention, there were a number of colored delegates

from the South, including Henry M. Turner, a black political leader

of Georgia, and in all, 130 delegates, including many men of intelli-

gence and ability, came together. Frederick Douglass was elected

permanent President and resolutions were passed in favor of the Freed-

men's Bureau, a national tax for Negro schools, universal suffrage, and
the opening of public land especially in the South for Negroes. The
reconstruction policy of Congress was commended and there was

opposition to colonization.

This was not primarily a labor convention, but it illustrated the

connection in the Negroes' minds between politics and labor. They
were beginning, more and more clearly, to see that their vote must be

used for their economic betterment, and that their right to work and
their income depended upon their use of the ballot. They were conse-

quently groping for leadership in industry and voting, both within

and without the race. In their conception of the ballot as the means
to industrial emancipation, they were ahead of the Northern labor

movement. But in their knowledge of the lurking dangers of the

power of capital, they were far behind. This January convention was
followed the same year by a national Negro labor convention spon-

sored by the Baltimore meeting which assembled in Washington in
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December. This had been called by Negro artisans of the North, and
was again national in its membership. This national labor convention

assembled in Union League Hall, Washington, December, 1869. There

were 159 delegates present, and Isaac Myers called the meeting to

order.

While the committees were at work, James H. Harris addressed the

convention. He was an astute and courageous Reconstruction leader

of North Carolina and saw politics and labor in clear alliance. He
stated that several millions of colored men were looking to the con-

vention with much interest, and that the South, having passed through

a political reconstruction, needed another reconstruction in the affairs

of the laboring classes. John M. Langston spoke of the treatment of

Negroes in public places and at their work. He especially scored the

Printers' Union for its action toward Lewis H. Douglass. Remarks
were made also by Richard Trevellick, the President of the white

National Labor Convention, and A. M. Powell, the editor of the Anti-

Slavery Standard.

The convention was permanently organized with James M. Harris

of North Carolina as President. Committees were appointed on edu-

cation, finance, business, platform and address, female labor, home-

steads, travel, temperance, cooperative labor, bank savings, and agri-

culture. The platform of the convention covered the following sub-

jects:

1. The dignity of labor. 2. A plea that harmony should prevail be-

tween labor and capital. 3. The desirability of an interchange of views

between employers and employees. 4. Temperance in liquor con-

sumption. 5. Education, "for educated labor is more productive and

commands higher wages." 6. Political liberty for all Americans. 7. The
encouragement of industry. 8. The exclusion from the trades and

workshops regarded as "an insult to God, injury to us." 9. Immigrant

labor should be welcomed, but coolie labor was an injury to all

working classes. 10. The establishment of cooperative workshops,

building and loan associations. 11. Gratitude to the agencies in-

terested in Negro education. 12. Protection of the law for all. 13. The
organization of workingmen's associations which should cooperate

with the National Labor Union. 14. Capital must not be regarded as

the natural enemy of labor.

At the third day's session, a special committee of five was appointed

to draft a plan for the organization of mechanics and artisans, in order

to secure recognition for them in the workships of the country. Lang-

ston addressed the meeting concerning his observations in the South.

There he had found skilled workers among the Negroes in gold, sil-

ver, brass, iron, wood, brick, mortar and the arts. He stated that all
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these workmen were asking for themselves and their children was that

the trades should be open to them and that no avenue of industry

should be closed, whether in workshops, printing offices, factories,

foundries, railroads, steamboats, warehouses or stores.

On the fifth day, a resolution was passed which urged the delegates

to call and organize state labor associations so that they might work
in full cooperation with a committee which was to conduct its work
as a labor bureau. This bureau was planned to serve as a clearing

house for all questions of Negro labor and it was to aid in opening

new labor opportunities. Isaac Myers was selected permanent President

of the organization, and in his acceptance he stated that he expected

to rely upon the Labor Bureau in reaching the Negro workingmen of

the United States.

It is interesting to note that this convention was more representative

of the large groups than the first general convention, and it deserves

for this reason, as well as for its work, to be called the first organized

national group of Negro laborers. Many political and religious leaders

were not present at its sessions. These absentees included Douglass,

Garnett, William Wells Brown, Purvis and Whipper. The definite re-

sults of this meeting included the organization of a permanent national

Labor Union and a Bureau of Labor. Before the sessions were ended

it was stated that there were 23 states represented and 203 accredited

delegates in attendance during the period of five days.

The American Wor\ingman of Boston called attention to the fact

that this separate Negro organization had been formed and the writer

said: "The convention of colored men at Washington last week was

in some respects the most remarkable one we ever attended. We had

always had full faith in the capacity of the Negro for self-improve-

ment, but were not prepared to see, fresh from slavery, a body of two
hundred men, so thoroughly conversant with public affairs, so inde-

pendent in spirit, and so anxious apparently to improve their social

condition, as the men who represented the South, in that convention."

There were some white fraternal delegates present and Langston

attacked them as emissaries of the Democratic Party, but Sella Martin

replied and told the convention plainly that they could not afford to

repel the sympathy of white friends of the labor cause, and that the

interests of the laboring classes, white and black, on this continent,

were identical. Of the presiding officer, the writer in the American

Wor\ingman says:

"And here we feel impelled to say that in all our experience in tu-

multuous public assemblies, we have never seen a presiding officer

show more executive ability than Mr. Harris, and certainly he does

not owe it to white blood, as he is evidently a full-blooded Negro, so
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far as color and features are any evidence of being so. His success was
largely owing, we think, to the fact that he possessed the entire con-

fidence of the convention, as well as superior ability for the position."

He is sorry that a separate union has been formed. "But we are

convinced that for the present at least, they could not do better. It is

useless to attempt to cover up the fact that there is still a wide gulf

between the two races in this country, and for a time at least they

must each in their own way work out a solution of this labor problem.

At no very distant day they will become united, and work in harmony
together; and we who have never felt the iron as they have must be

slow to condemn them because they do not see as we do on this labor

movement. For ourselves, we should have felt better satisfied had they

decided to join the great national movement now in progress, but

fresh as they are from slavery, looking as they naturally do on the

Republican Party as their deliverers from bondage, it is not strange

that they should hesitate joining any other movement. Although they

did not distinctly recognize any party in their platform, yet the senti-

ment was clearly Republican, if their speeches were any indication.

Still, strange as it may seem, parties were ignored in their platform,

and this course was taken mainly through the influence and votes of

the Southern delegates."

The resolutions of this body stressed education as one of the strong-

est safeguards of the republic; advocated industrious habits, and the

learning of trades and professions, and declared:

"That the exclusion of colored men and apprentices from the right

to labor in any department of industry or workshops, in any of the

states and territories of the United States, by what is known as 'trades

unions,' is an insult to God, injury to us, and disgrace to humanity;

while we extend a free and welcome hand to the free immigration of

labor of all nationalities, we emphatically deem imported, contract,

coolie labor to be a positive injury to the working people of the United

States—is but the system of slavery in a new form, and we appeal to

the Congress of the United States to rigidly enforce the Act of 1862,

prohibiting coolie importations, and to enact such laws as will best

protect free American labor against this or any similar form of slav-

ery.

They recommended the establishment of cooperative workshops,

building and loan associations, the purchase of land "as a remedy

against their exclusion from other workshops on account of color, as

a means of furnishing employment, as well as a protection against the

aggression of capital, and as the easiest and shortest method of en-

abling every man to procure a homestead for his family; and to ac-

complish this end we would particularly impress the greatest impor-
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tance of the observance of diligence in business, and the practice of

rigid economy in our social and domestic arrangements.

"Resolved, that we regard education as one of the greatest blessings

that the human family enjoys, and that we earnestly appeal to our

fellow citizens to allow no opportunity, no matter how limited and

remote, to pass unimproved; that the thanks of the colored people of

this country is due to the Congress of the United States for the estab-

lishment and maintenance of the Freedman's Bureau, and to Major

General Howard, commissioner; Reverend J. W. Alvord, and John M.
Langston, Esq., general inspectors, for their cooperative labors in the

establishment and good government of hundreds of schools in the

Southern States, whereby thousands of men, women and children,

have been, and are now being taught the rudiments of an English

education . . . and we appeal to the friends of progress and to our

citizens of the several states to continue their efforts to the various

legislatures until every state can boast of having a free school system,

with no distinction in dissemination of knowledge to its inhabitants on
account of race, color, sex, creed or previous condition."

The low wages of labor in the South were cited, and according to

the New York Tribune, December 11, 1869, it was said:

"To remedy this, labor must be made more scarce, and the best way
to do that was to make laborers landowners. Congress is to be asked,

therefore, to subdivide the public lands in the South into twenty-acre

farms, to make one year's residence entitle a settler to a patent, and

also to place in the hands of a Commission a sum of money, not ex-

ceeding two million dollars, to aid their settlement, and also to pur-

chase lands in states where no public lands are found, the money to

be loaned for five years, without interest. Congress will also be asked

not to restore to Southern railroads the lapsed land grants of 1856, and

to require that Texas, prior to readmission to representation, shall put

her public lands under the operations of provisions similar to the

United States Homestead Law of 1866. . .
."

".
. . Mr. Downing from the Committee on Capital and Labor, sub-

mitted the following. . . . Your committee would simply refer to the

unkind, estranging policy of the labor organizations of white men,

who, while they make loud proclaims as to the injustice (as they al-

lege) to which they are subjected, justify injustice, so far as giving

an example to do so may, by excluding from their benches and their

workshops worthy craftsmen and apprentices only because of their

color, for no just cause. We say to such, so long as you persist therein,

we cannot fellowship with you in your struggle, and look for failure

and mortification on your part; not even the sacred name of Wendell
Phillips can save you, however much we revere him and cherish to-
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ward him not only profound respect, but confidence and grati-

tude
"

In February, 1870, the Bureau of Labor issued an address to the

colored people which stressed the need of organizing Negro labor, and

said that the lack of organization was the cause of low wages. It stated

the following purposes of the Colored National Labor Union and the

Bureau of Labor:
"1. To encourage and superintend the organization of labor.

"2. To bring about legislation which would secure equality before

the law for all and enforce the contracts for labor.

"3. To secure funds from bankers and capitalists for aid in estab-

lishing cooperative associations.

"4. To overcome the opposition of white mechanics who excluded

workers from their unions and shops.

"5. To organize state labor conventions.

"6. To organize, where there were seven or more mechanics, arti-

sans and laborers of any particular branch of industry, separate labor

associations and to advertise their labor in the daily papers.

"7. To encourage independent effort in creating capital, buying

tools, building houses, forging iron, making brick.

"8. To own a homestead.

"The address was signed by Isaac Myers, President, and G. T.

Downing, Vice-President. . .
." 22

Local organizations were formed, meetings held, and a weekly paper,

The New Era, was made the national organ. On February 21, a plan

was adopted to send an agent South to organize Negro labor. Isaac

Myers, President of the Union, was selected. He held a meeting in

Norfolk, Virginia, urging the union of white and colored workmen
in the same trade. Other labor meetings took place in 1870 in New
York and the District of Columbia.

The second annual meeting of the National Labor Union took place

January 9, 1871, with delegates from North and South, including Ala-

bama, Virginia, Texas and North Carolina. Congress was petitioned

for a national system of education with technical training. The con-

vention desired to see industries and factories because the South was

confined to a few staples, which created ignorance and poverty among
both white and colored laborers and among the owning classes fear

that industry would help elevate the status of the laborer.

The next annual meeting of the National Labor Union was called

at Columbia, South Carolina, coincidental with the Southern conven-

tion which was a political gathering. Here there began to appear ri-

valry between the economic and political objects of the Negro. The

New Era, national organ of the National Labor Union, inquired into
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the real objects of this meeting. It wanted to know if this union was

another name for communism, or if it was a colored offshoot of the

International, which intended eventually to impose a mobocracy on
America ?

The convention at Columbia was presided over by H. M. Turner

of Georgia. Committees were appointed on education and labor, on
printing, finance, civil rights, organization, immigration, and on
Southern outrages. The committee on the address made a report which

called for political rights, justice, protection of the courts, and advance-

ment in the industrial arts.

In 1872, in April, a Southern states' convention assembled at New
Orleans with Frederick Douglass presiding. Evidently, the National

Labor Union was steadily becoming political in its influences and

leadership. Efforts were made to show that Negro labor could only

achieve its end by political organization. Frederick Douglass wrote an

editorial to this effect, and concluded with the words : "The Republican

Party is the true workingmen's party of the country." This sounded

strange for the North but it was at the time true of the South. The
National Labor Union issued an address to its state unions, saying that

while it was not a political organization, it regarded it as the duty of

every colored man to be interested in the Republican Party and stand

by it. " 'By its success, we stand; by its defeat, we fall. To that party we
are indebted for • the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend-
ments, the homestead law, the eight-hour law and an improved edu-

cational system.' The presidents of the state labor unions were directed

to read this address before their organizations."

As the Negroes moved from unionism toward political action, white

labor in the North not only moved in the opposite direction from
political action to union organization, but also evolved the American
Blindspot for the Negro and his problems. It lost interest and vital

touch with Southern labor and acted as though the millions of laborers

in the South did not exist.

Thus labor went into the great war of 1877 against Northern capi-

talists unsupported by the black man, and the black man went his

way in the South to strengthen and consolidate his power, unsup-

ported by Northern labor. Suppose for a moment that Northern labor

had stopped the bargain of 1876 and maintained the power of the labor

vote in the South; and suppose that the Negro with new and dawning
consciousness of the demands of labor as differentiated from the de-

mands of capitalists, had used his vote more specifically for the benefit

of white labor, South and North?
If the basic problem of Reconstruction in the South was economic,

then the kernel of the economic situation was the land. This was clear
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to the sophisticated leadership of Stevens and to the philanthropy of

Sumner and Oliver Howard; but it was equally clear to the ignorant

and inexperienced of the freed slaves.

The Northern labor leaders and the mass of the North were slow

in realizing that the center of the South's labor problem was the land,

and not as yet industry. Here in the South, after the war, was a chance

to keep the economic balance between farm and factory. And if it had

been done, the result would have been fateful for the nation and for

the world.

The Negro unerringly and insistently led the way. The main ques-

tion to which the Negroes returned again and again was the problem

of owning land. It was ridiculed as unreasonable and unjust to the

impoverished landholders of the South, and as a part of the desire for

revenge which the North had. But in essence it was nothing of the

sort.

Again and again, crudely but logically, the Negroes expressed their

right to the land and the deep importance of this right. And as usual

here the government played fast and loose because it had two irrecon-

cilable ideas in mind. Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner were

perfectly clear; the Negroes must have land furnished them either for

a nominal sum or as a gift, and this land should be furnished by the

government and paid for either out of taxation, or as Stevens repeat-

edly insisted, as an indemnity placed on the South for civil war.

Moreover, for 250 years the Negroes had worked on this land, and by

every analogy in history, when they were emancipated the land ought

to have belonged in large part to the workers.

On the other hand, to the organized industry of the North, capital

in machines or land was sacred; they did not wish to appear to punish

the South by taking any more of its already partly confiscated capital.

They did not want to set an example of confiscation before a nation

victimized by monopoly; and they were bitterly opposed to giving

capital to workers or redistributing wealth by public taxation. The
result was that the nation moved backward and forward according

as to one or the other idea gained the upper hand. Sir George Camp-
bell said:

"All that is now wanted to make the Negro a fixed and conservative

element in American society is to give him encouragement to, and

facilities for, making himself, by his own exertions, a small land-

owner; to do, in fact, for him what we have sought to do for the Irish

farmer. Land in America is so much cheaper and more abundant, that

it would be infinitely easier to effect the same object there. I would by

no means seek to withdraw the whole population from hired labor;

on the contrary, the Negro in many respects is so much at his best in
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that function, that I should look to a large class of laborers remaining;

but I am at the same time confident that it would be a very great

benefit and stability to the country if a large number should acquire

thrift and independent position as landowning American citizens."
23

Most writers and speakers thought of the land problem so far as

the Negro was concerned as an incidental thing; it was something

that "would come." On the other hand, the former slave holders knew
that land was the key to the situation and they tried desperately to

center thought on labor rather than on land ownership. "One univer-

sal opinion is that they shall not be allowed to acquire or hold land.

I have heard that expressed from the first. They say that unless Ne-

groes work for them they shall not work at all."
24

The freed slaves were desperately poor; the poor whites had always

been poor except insofar as they were pensioners of the planters. How
could industry be set going again and what was the relation of free

Negro labor to this industry ? Of course, the full realization of freedom

could not be accomplished in a minute. Unless crops were raised and

the wheels of industry started, emancipation would have been an ex-

periment so costly that no nation could have supported it. And we
must remember that in the end and as a logical matter of dollars and

cents, emancipation paid. This is so much a matter of common knowl-

edge today that we forget how bitterly and with what absolute cer-

tainty the South and even many in the North declared that free Negro

labor was economically impossible.

What they insisted on during Reconstruction was labor, continuous,

steady labor to continue production of high-priced crops. What they

slurred over or refused to discuss was the object of this labor and the

distribution of its product. Of labor for the economic benefit of the

laborer except to the extent of the lowest possible wage that would

sustain him they had no conception; and to any transfer of capital in

land to the laborer as a basis of his right to demand a fairer share of

the products, they were bitterly opposed.

The white South believed that it was being deliberately insulted in

a petty spirit of vengeance by the North. But this was a childish way
of attributing human emotions to an economic situation. The North

as a whole harbored no thoughts of vengeance. Sumner wrecked his

career on a deed of forgiveness; and Stevens punished the slave system

and its promoters only insofar as they still interfered with freedom, or

kept the ill-gotten capital accumulated by exploiting slaves.

The party of Northern industry watched the beginnings of demo-
cratic government in the South with distrust. They did not expect

Negro suffrage to succeed, but they did expect that it would soon com-
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pel the Southern oligarchy to capitulate to the dictatorship of industry.

Their hopes were fulfilled in 1876.

The abolition-democracy faced the Southern conventions of 1867

with fear. It was the greatest test of democracy that the nation had
known. Even after the great Reform Bill of 1832, England had less

than one million voters. It was not until 1867 that a million or more
skilled laborers in England got the vote.

Here, at the stroke of the pen, more than one million Negroes were

given the right to vote, of whom probably three-fourths could not read

or write; and at the same time more than one million whites were

given the same right, and at least one-third of them were equally il-

literate. This was a desperate venture forced by a slave-minded regime;

it had refused to grant complete physical freedom to black workers;

it refused them education and access to the land and insisted on domi-

nant political power based on the number of these same serfs. Under
these circumstances the experiment had to be made. For to surrender

now was to have sacrificed blood and billions of dollars in vain.

But, it was the American Blindspot that made the experiment all

the more difficult, and to the South incomprehensible. For several

generations the South had been taught to look upon the Negro as a

thing apart. He was different from other human beings. The system

of slave labor, under which he was employed, was radically different

from all other systems of labor. There could be no comparison between

labor problems in the South and in the North; between the Negro

and white laborer.

"It must be confessed that the representatives of the white oligarchy

are having a hard time, being forced to consider their own former

slaves no longer as Negroes, 'niggers,' that is to say, members of a

category unrecognized in any natural history, somewhere between men
and monkeys in the animal scale, but as men, who have, as Jefferson

phrased it, equal rights with them in the free development of their

talents and in the pursuit of happiness; or, in other words, as citizens

on an equal footing with themselves."
25

"The Northern Democrats encouraged resistance on the part of the

South, and yet some of them saw the situation clearly. The intrinsic

difficulties of the situation are not to be denied. The ruling classes of

the Southern people had attempted to disrupt the Union in order to

establish their own independence. The overthrow of their armies had

not changed their opinions nor their feelings. Necessity compelled

their submission, but necessity could not make them love a union with

the victorious North, nor make them cordially recognize and support

the rights of the freedmen."
26

During the winter and spring of 1 867-1868 in accordance with the
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legislation of Congress, Southern conventions met and adopted new
constitutions. These constitutions provided for equal civil rights, estab-

lished universal suffrage and disfranchised disloyal whites. After the

framing of these constitutions, they were voted on by the people. Also,

state officers and members of the legislature were chosen at the same

election and by the same voters. The army commanders did their best

to bring out the vote and to counteract various devices for keeping

Negroes away from the polls. The polls were kept open two and three

days and in Georgia even five days.

Officials of the Freedmen's Bureau helped in the enforcement of the

Reconstruction Acts. The act of March 23 provided that registration

and elections should be conducted by boards of three loyal officers or

persons appointed by the district commander. They were required to

take the "Iron Clad Oath." Bureau officials were often appointed as

members of these boards and Negroes were often used. The bureau

officials advised Negroes about registration and voting and disabused

their mind of fears of taxation or military service or reenslavement.

They promised to protect them in case of a boycott of employers

against those that voted.

Thus in 1867 there took place in the South a series of elections in

which a new electorate registered and expressed its desire as to

constitutional conventions to reconstruct the states. One million, three

hundred and sixty-three thousand, six hundred and forty persons

voted, of whom 660,181 were whites, and 703,459 were Negroes, as

compared with a total vote of 721,191 whites voting in i860.
27

Registered

Total

White Colored Vote

Virginia 120,101 105,832 225,933

North Carolina ... 106,721 72,932 179,653

South Carolina . . 46,882 80,550 127,432

Georgia 96,333 95,168 191,501

Alabama 61,295 104*518 165,813

Florida 11,914 16,089 28,003
#Mississippi 62,362 77,328 139,690
*Arkansas 49,722 17,109 66,831

Louisiana 45,218 84,436 129,654

Texas 59,633 49,497 109,130

Total 660,181 703,459 1,363,640

* Division by race estimated; total official.

Vote on Holding

Convention Total

Vote

For .Against i860

107,342 61,887 167,223

93,006 32,961 96,230

68,768 2,278

102,283 4,127 106,365

90,283 5,583 9°>357

14,300 203 14,347

69>739 6,277 69,120

27>576 13658 64,053

75^83 4,006 50,510

44,689 11,440 62,986

721,191
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